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As the world struggles with nuclear
ambitions in Iran, India and
elsewhere, the repercussions of the
hidden history of Israel's nuclear
programme are still felt

The discovery, in 1961, by the CIAthat Ist\ae1
could produce nuclear weapons within the

decade presented a difficult challenge for US
policymakers. From their perspective,

Israel was a small~frien'dly state
surrounded by lar:ger enemies vowing
destroy it. Yet government officials also
saw the Israeli nuclear programme as a

potential threat to US interests
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into the tense deliberatIons In the
House in 1969 a crucial time in which
international ratification of the nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) was
uncertain and US policymakers feared
that a Middle Eastern conflagration
could lead to superpower conflict.
Nearly four decades later, as the world

:est.
the time Prime Minister Levi
visited President "L B

n in January 1968, th ial
State Department view was th ite
Israel's growing nuclear weapons
potential, it had "not embarked on a
programme to produce a nuclear
weapon." That assessment, however;
eroded in the mouths ahead. By the
fall, Assistant Defence Secretary Paul

untold story

be

C Warnke concluded that Israel had
already acquired the bomb when Israeli
Ambassador yitzhak Rabin explained
to him how he interpreted Israel's
pledge not to be -the first country to
introduce nuclear weapons into the
region. According to Rabin, for nuclear]
weapons to be introduced, they needed' r
to be tested and publicly declared.
Implicitly, then, Israel could possess
the bomb ,without "introducing" it.

The question of to do about the
Israeli bomb would Nixon. Unlike
his Democratic pre essors, he and his
national security 'adviser, Henry A
Kissinger, were initially sceptical about
the effectiveness of the NPT. And though
they may have been inclined to accom-
~nodate Israel's nuclear ambitions, they
would have to manage senior State
Department and Pentagon officials
whose perspectives differed. Documents
prepared between February and April

reveal a great sense of urgency and
l among 'senior officials about

Israel's nuo~ear progress.
As Defence Secretary Melvin R

Laird wrote in March 1969, these
"developmepts were not in the United
States' interests and should, if at all
possible, be stopped." Above all, the
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uld publicly display its
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onal security bureaucracy
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that included Helms,
etary of State Elliot
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avId Packard and Joint Chiefs
Chairman Earle Wheeler.

The one available report of an SRG
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cumstances, the United States could tell
the Is aelis that scheduled deliveries of
F-4 P m jets to Israel would have
to be sidered.

By ml -July 1969, Nixon had let it be
known that he was leery of using the
Phantoms as leverage, so when
Richardson and Packard summoned
Rabin on July 29 to discuss the nuclear
issue, the idea of a probe that involved
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of Israel's bomb
pressure had been torpedoed. Although
Richardson and Packard emphasised. the
seriousness with which they viewed the
nuclear problem, they had no threat to
back up their rhetoric.

Richardson posed three issues for
Rabin to respond to: the status of Israel's

. NPT delibe"-jons; assurances that "non-
introduction" meant "non-possession" of
nuclear weapons; and assurances that
Israel would not produce or deploy the
Jericho ballistic missile. Rabin, however,
was unresponsive except to say that the
NPT was still "lmder study."

Nixon and Israeli Prime Minister
Golda Meir would have to address the
nuclear issue when they met in late
September.

Perhaps the most fateful
this tale was Nixon's one-on
ing with Meir in the Oval
Sept 26, 1969.

In. the days before Metr's visit, the
State Department produced background
papers suggesting that the horse was
already out of the barn: "Israel might
very well now have a nuclear bomb"
and certainly "already had.the technical

Israel's nuclear posture is inconsistent with the
tenets of a modern liberal democracv. The
Nixon-Meirdeal is also burdensome for the

United States" provoking claims about double
standards in US nuclearnon-:proliferation

policy. It is time for a new deal to replace the
Nixon~Meirunderstandings of 1969,

with Israel telling the truth and finally
normalising its nuclear affairs

'.

ability and material resources pro-
duce weapon-grade material for a num-
ber of weapons." If that was true, it
meant that events had overtaken the
NSSM 40 exercise.

In later years, Meir never discussed
the substance of her pri onvers:
tion with Nixon, saying "I
not quote him then, and I ot
him now," Yet, according dt
fied Israeli documents, since th
1960s, Meir had been convinced t
"Israel should tell the United States the
truth [about the nuclear issue] and
explainwhy." -

Even without the record 0
ing, informed speculation is
is likely that Nixon started wit
openness. Meir, in turn, ly
acknowledged - tacitly or e citly-
that Israel had reached a weapons capa-


